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Well. the National Disability Insurance Scheme has finally achieved what dealing with 

the daily challenges of living with a high-level disability (quadriplegia) for 45 years 

could nat. I nOVi hate my disability. 

Some might think it strange that living most of my life with no movement or sensation 

below l11y armpits, not being able to play the piano, or pick up a hammer, or climb a 

moulltain. or do so many other things I used to love doing, hasn't made me hate my 

disability from the day I was injured. Others may ask how not being able to get into the 

vast m~ority of homes. shops, cafes and restaurants, or waiting for hOllrs for accessible 

public transpO!i often to find there is none, or being told I can't travel with JetStar, 

Virgin. Tiger and most international airlines because of the weight of my power 

wheelchair or their unwillingness to assist with transfers. or of arriving at a theoretically 

accessible hate! room to find it is anything but accessible, or being told by a shopkeeper 

or restaurant owner that "there is 110t enough room for your wheelchair", hasn't 

exacerbated that hatred beyond breaking point. 

I don't know quite\>vhat to say to those who ask with in~redlilous voice, ·'hov.' could this 

be so?" I respond that I'm not sure '-vhy I have for the most part regarded my disability 

as a challenge, the conquering of which has resulted in me leading a very full and 8ctive 

life. and has even engendered a sense of pride. I do know that being barn with the 

combined DNA of two very determined parents, the love and support of Illy family, 

great support fi'om the Commonwealth Rehabilitation Service in the early days, and a 

healthy dose of good luck, have all played their pan. 

BLit all that has now evaporated and I'm feeling that I am sick ofliving with the 

disability. 

I have never felt so powerless, so angry, so hemmed in, so sickened by the injustice I 

and so many others with disability are fflcing. I have never felt so disabled. 

And it is all because of the NDIS. 

How did this go so wrong? How is it that all the incredibly hard work by so many 

people to fin811y convince the Australian people that our system of disability support 

was broken - or in the words of the Prodtlctivity Commission, a system that "is 

underfunded, unfair, fragmented. and inefficient ... it gives people with a disability little 

choice, no certainty of access to appropriate SllppO{1S and little scope to participate in 

the community" - could have ended up as a battleground between a faceless 

bureaucracy that hides behind an impenetrable fOJtress, and some ofollr nation's most 

disadvantaged and powerless citizens? 



tvly own hideollsjourney with the NDIS is anything but unique, and I'm sure those 

close to me ll1ust be sick to death of hearing about it. { kno\v I am. 

On the other hand, the nation needs to hear the individual stories of participants often 

tearing their hair out, desperately trying to get the support they need to be palt of our 

community. I hear and read some of tile stories and weep. Broken herllis and broken 

dreams. 

I became a participant of the Scheme in December 2016. In total the amount offunding 

allocated to my plan is more than enough to cover all my SUppOlt needs. In fact, if I 

could use those funds on the things I actually need, I could potentially reduce the total 

by a significant amount. 

tvly first human contact with the NDIS was a face-to-face discussion with the Local 

Area Coordinator (employed by St Vincent de Paul) who met with me to gather 

information about my support needs. That was sent through to a planner in the Agency, 

who! have never met, and who put together "my plan" from the notes taken by the 

LAC. The resulting plan was nothing like the plan I created prior to my meeting with 

the LAC. In particular, it contained more "core funding" than I had estimated I need, but 

didn't include the two items that I desperately need: a new wheelchair, and 

modifications to a vehicle so I can drive independently. 

At every stage of the process, in every discussion leading up to the approval of my tirst 

plan, I stressed that my power wheelchair is way past its expected life and is showing 

signs ofilllpending catastrophic failure. Without it I have no legs, Surely this new and 

enlightened system of disability SUppOlt would recognise how critically impOliant it is 

to my life to have a safe and reliable wheelchair? Apparently not. Yet another process 

kicked in, 

I was provided with a list ofNDIA accredited Occupational Therapists who specialise 

in assessments for pOVl'er \.vheelchairs and vehicle modifications. They each 

subsequently met with me, undertook extensive one-oil-one assessments of my specific 

needs. and provided detailed reports that recommended specific configurations for the 

\vheelchair and vehicle moditications, including, discussions about alternatives that \vere 

considered but rejected based on my specific needs. 

ivly first funding request in March 2017, written by a specialist Occupational Therapist 

with decades of experience in power wheelchairs. was rejected in September. 

Apparently a faceless bureaucrat who has never met me decided to ignore the advice of 

the specialist OT who spent hours with me understanding my specific needs. He thought 

he knew best. He decided I don't need the power recline, power leg rest and standing 

features we were requesting. His reasons were spurious at best. 

In rejecting the standing function he argued ''It is noted that some ofthejustitication 

provided for this feature relates to the participant's health needs, namely his respiration, 

lymphatic tlow. risk of urinary tract infection and bone density. The ND!S is not 

responsible for supports that aim to treat health conditions or improve the health status 

of individuals". Ah. did you not read the bit about the benetits of being able to reach 

shelves and cupboards, reducing my need for paid help'? What about the significant 

benefits of standing in front of groups in my work, a!!ov.ling me to see the audience and 
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it see Ille, and increasing Illy lung capacity so they can hear me? He even tried to argue 

the standing fUllction isn't safe to use. 

Reading these ludicrous reasons for rejection - particulRrly about the standing function 

- triggered a Illemory. I pulled out the Agency's Assistive Technology Strategy, 

October 2015. And, yes. my memory was correct: large as life on page 12 is a case 

study titled "Return on Innovation [nvestment" which cites the example ofa 30-year-old 

male with high-level paraplegia using a standing wheelchair. It boldly proclaims an ROI 

on the investment in tile standing function of three years, "after which the savings to age 

60 are projected to be substantial", Clearly the person who rejected my request hadn't 

read the Strategy! 

I had a similar experience six years ago with Enable NSW when I applied for funding 

for my current chair. They also rejected several of the features I was requesting, I 

decided to approach JobAccess - the Federal Government program that. amongst other 

things, can provide funding for employers and/or employees with disability for 

\\'orkplace modifications, assistive technology, etc. Within a \· ... eek they had agreed to 

pay for all the features Enable h8d rejected. With that experience in mind, 1 approached 

them again for similar assistance for my ne\v chair, and within three working days I had 

all 8pprova! letter on my desk stating they \,,'ou[d pay for every feature the NOlA had 

rejected. 

Common sense thell prevailed, right? I just contacted the Agency and told them that J 

110 longer needed ND[S funding for the items they had previously rejected. and they 

immediately approved their funding, right? 

In a sensible world that's eXElctly what would hElve happened, of course, But.., No. this 

sent the NOlA into a spin. Apparently they have no process to handle co-funding, so I 

was forced to lodge a Request for Review ofOecision (a mysterious, secret process in 

which one bunch of NOlA bureaucrats reviews the decisions of another - reaJ1y'~?). I 

did so in October 2017, and tlnally in January 2018, after literally dozens of 

unsllccessfuJ attempts by me and m)' Support Coordinator to find out why such a simple 

decision \'·:as taking so long. J received a letter and phone ca!! saying funding has been 

approved. 

It's now March and I'm still \vaiting. 

Then there is the even more critical need for me to have a vehicle that I can drive 

independently. I have driven my ovm car for Illost of Illy life, but when I was younger 

and sprightliel' I could do so by transferring myself in and out of an ordinal)' sedan that 

was fitted with a simple hand control. At the time I used a manual wheelchair which 

could be easily folded and placed in the boot, often by a passer-by. AboLlt 10 years ago [ 

moved within walking distance of the Sydney CBD. and also started using a power 

wheelchair on medical advice. 

That created a dilemma. No longer would I be able to drive a standard sedan as the 

power wheelchair couldn't be loaded into the vehicle. I would need a specially 

converted van with a lowered floor and suitable hand control that would allow me to 

drive the vehicle from the power wheelchair. Being so close to the city with improving 

access to public trallspolt. and with the knowledge that r could get to work in the city in 
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the ch8ir ifnecess;)!)" I decided to hold off Oil the plll'ch8se of an expensive converted 

vehicle. 

I managed ft"lf the most p8rt without my o\.vn vehicle. but it \1;'aS a significant 

compromise. Illeeded someone with me on public transport to LIse !Tly Opal card and 

help get on 8nd off the bus, train, feny or tram. ! was often late for meetings when the 

accessible taxi didn't turn up. the bus that was supposed to be accessible wasn't, or the 

lift 8t the station was out of service or non-existent. In wet we8ther the "\.valk to work" 

option was off the cards and I couldn't leave the house at aiL And we virtually never 

went a'vvay tor weekends because accessible rental vehicles were either 11!lavail8ble, 

difficult to arrange, and/or ridicu!ot!sly expensive. 

Then t\.vo years ago my wife and! took a tirst step towards my retirement sometime in 

the not-tao-distant filture by moving out of Sydney to Port Stephens.:2h hours drive 

north of Sydney. Public transport? Not on youI' life. The limited public transport that is 

available is rarely Llsed by the general population. and never by people who use 

wheelchairs. The few taxis are tied up taking kids to and from school. and cost a fO(1Une 

to travel the longer distances common in rural areas, The two bus routes covering the 

entire Port Stephens area only run evelY hour or so, and less frequently after dark, A 

couple of the buses are wheelchair accessible, but the bus company just purchased 

severC11 new buses. all of which are inaccessible! If! had to rely on public transpo!11 

would rarely go anywhere, and I simply cOLJldn't work. In desperation we bought an old 

rear entlY modified vehicle in which I sit at the back while my wife drives me 

everywhere. She has had to give up full-time work and accept a few hours of casual 

work per week, 

I applled for funding for the modifications to a vehicle that I can drive completely 

independently, I will purchase the vehicle itself: of course (a glorified delivery vall 

costing $70,OOO!), I engaged one of tile country's most qualified Occupational 

Therapists who specialises in driving frolll a wheelchair. That persall is accredited by 

the NDIA, and the extensive one-on-one consultations, including a five hour live 

driving assessment with me at the wheel, ultimately driving around the streets of 

Hornsby, were funded by the Agency. His 17 page repo!1 was unbelievably thorough 

and unequivocal; I will have no trouble driving with the moditications he 

recommended, and the benefits to my work and my community pa!1icipatioll will be 

substanti81. 

Th8t was April 2017. Absolute silence from the Agency, despite innumerable calls and 

emails to Fo!tress NDIA by me and my Support Coordinator to determine where my 

application was up to. Then, a week before my first forma! rejection, a person from the 

Agency called me to "ask a few questions" about my two funding requests (apparently 

she \'I'as involved with both), 

She only had one question, related to what proportion of my use of the vehicle would be 

for work purposes. J responded that. like most people, J would lise the vehicle both for 

v,'ork and for community. family and other personal reasons. I also stated that. like most 

people, accurately predicting my usage over the 10 year expected lifespan of the vehicle 

and modifications would be almost impossible, but it would likely vary depending on 

my circumstances at the time. My best estimate for the foreseeable future was that it 

would be about 50150, 
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In September :20J 7 the rejection letter arrived refusing any funding at all. Like the 

\vhee1chair, the rejection reasons were spurious - even laughable. Perhaps that was 

partly because the same persall who rejected the wheelchair, rejected the vehicle 

moditications. Not only has he never Illet me, he has no specific quajiticfltions in either 

area he is sitting judgement over. This is a disgrflCe 

From the rejection letter: "Whilst YOli received a favourable driving assessment this 

assessment took place under conditions that do not reflect the driving environment that 

YOLI be immersed in and does not provide the NDIS with the necessary evidence to be 

confident that the self~drive component will be both effective and beneficial". How does 

one respond to such a ludicrous statement? Since \vhen did the streets of Hornsby "not 

retlect the driving environment that I wil! be immersed in"? 

There were more ridiculous statements, but I can't resist jllst aile more. He suggested 

that I hadn't considered alternatives to self driving, inclllding acquiring a "cheaper" rear 

ent!)' vehicle and employing a driver. Where do you think I'm going to find this, 

mythical driver to wait around until I need to go somewhere? Will this person be on call 

2+17, giving me the same access to private transport as anyone else with a car? 

Nevertheless. in my Request for Review to the Agency [ did the numbers, Over the 

expected 10 year life of the vehicle and modifications, the self drive option would cost 

£245,000 (or $:24.500 per year), and a "cheaper" accessible vehicle and part~time driver 

would cost $1549,000 ($155,000 per year), 

Enter .IobAccess stage left. The NOlA bureaucrat falsely stated that my use of tile 

vehide would be primarily for work. He then suggested that therefore funding might be 

sought from another SOllrce, specifically naming JobAccess. Again they came to the 

resclle by agreeing to pay for 50% of the entire modifications, ·on the basis of my 

prediction that 50% of my use would be for work. That approval was on my desk within 

a week. The NDIS needs to sit down with .IobAccess and understand how a Federal 

government agency, with the same responsibilities for assessing funding requests and 

ensuring the effective use of public funds, can turn around significant funding requests 

within a week! Maybe we should hand over the entire NOIS to .IobAccess?! 

I lodged a Request for Review of Decision in October:20 j 7. Yes. YOLI know the story. 

On 3 January 2018 I received a phone call from the bureaucrat who led the review of 

my t\-vo original requests to say she had rejected the entire funding request for vehicle 

moditications for a second time, But. ah, this time she had a completely different set of 

reasons for rejection! 

tvly discussion with her and my reading of her formal rejection made my blood boil, She 

stated I wouldn't be eligible for any NDfS support for transport becmlse I had 

demonstrated I could use public transport in Sydney. It seems I had made what turned 

out to be an invalid assumption that whoever conducted Illy Reviev.' would understand 

that living within walking distance of the Sydney CBD. combined with the reasonable 

availability of accessible public transport in the big cities, is a very different kettle of 

fish to living in a regional area. Had she called me before she made a final decision I 

would have clarified this. J would also have pointed out that even in Sydney trying to 

use accessible public transport created real difficulties and restrictions, and meant I had 

to pay for suppOli every time I travelled, 
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When I heatedly exclaimed that this decision was ruining my life, and asked her how on 

erl1ih she expected me to meet my NOIS goals of continuing to participate in 

employment and the community with no access to transport, she said (and wrote) "it 

would be reasonable to expect that your wife call drive you in yom currently cOllverted 

cal' to visit family and ti'iellds or for other recreational activities". 

Reasonable? REASONABLE??! In what alternative universe would it be reasonable to 

e:\pect my wife to leave her paid employment and her personal social networks to 

become my full-time driver! The Productivity Commission certainly doesn't agree with 

that position. In arguing that the NOIS would pay for itself, it predicted a signiticant 

increase in the numbers of people currently providing unpaid care for people with 

disability (primarily family members). Fortress NDIA - have you even read the report?? 

tv!y first marriage came to an end in part when my wife could no longer put her life all 

hold to meet all of my SUPPO!t needs - a sentiment that I completely understood. I'm 

damned if I'm going to let the NOlA destroy Illy current marriage. 

1 have now lodged elll appeal with the Administrative Appeals Tribunal. The first step in 

the process - the Case Conference - is scheduled for 22 March. \Vell, that's assuming I 

reCeive the "T·documents" (all the documents the Agency holds related to my ttmding 

application). They have already missed the deadline by over a week. Apparently, 1 can 

e:\pect several people from the NOlA at this first meeting, including at least one lawyer. 

The people at Disability Advocacy NSW have offered to apply for Legal Aid, but I 

v,'on't get that for this first meeting and may not get it at all. That first meeting might 

lead to one or several Conciliation Meetings \-vhich, if unsuccessful. will lead to a 

formal Hearing by the AA T. Bring it on! 

I'm told that it could be many months before! have a final answer. Meanwhile my \\'ife 

and my stress levels me through the roof. I'm not sleeping. I'm experiencing heart 

palpitations, and our excitement at moving to a new location and building our new 

home has been severely damaged. 

lfanyone is left reading this long, drawn-out story, I hope you might be feeling at least 

some of tile injustice that I and so many other people ,\'itl1 disability who are being 

treated so poorly by the NOlA are feeling. Perhaps as an Australian citizen and possibly 

taxpayer you are wondering how this massive and seemingly ever-increasing 

bureaucracy holed up in Fortress NOlA are adding any value whatsoever to the 

Scheme's objectives: to improve the lives ofpeop!e with disability with a suppo!1 

system that puts them in the driver's seat. Perhaps 1'011 are wondering why a faceless 

bureaucracy completely ignores the professional recommendations of the highly 

experienced and qllalitied specialists it pays for. Perhaps you are questioning how this 

\\'onderful, world leading concept then promises to finally allow people with disability to 

take control of their lives has ended up so often in an adversarial process that is 

spending who knows how much of the NDIS Fund paying for lawyers, bureaucrats, 

executives \.\'ho appear to have been given one job goal: refuse every funding request. 

I'demo to NOlA: [actually don't hate my disability. [just hate the way you are 

implementing the NO[S. j'm down. yes. I'm feeling very, very bruised. 

But I'm not out. Nowhere near it. 
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